Analysing Data
Convenor: Jennifer Mankin

Computer-Based Exam CEX (20%) – 1 hour 30 mins:
Computer-based exam facilitated via the Canvas module site. Students will have a 24 hour window within which to begin the 1 hour 30 min exam (30 minutes extra is given to take into account any technical or IT issues that may arise).

The quiz will consist of 25 questions drawn randomly from a pool of all quiz questions covering all topics across the term.

Research Participation LOG (10%) - 500 words:
Submit a reflective essay on the following topic using the relevant submission point on Canvas:

“What are the benefits and drawbacks of using university students as the primary participant pool for psychology studies? You may use your own observations from being a participant and collecting data on modules in your response. Aim to spend no more than 2 hours preparing and submitting your answer.”

Multiple-Choice Exam MCQ (50%) - 2 hours 30 mins:
Multiple-choice test facilitated via the Canvas Module site. Students will have 2 hour 30 minutes to complete the test (includes 30 minutes extra time should any technical difficulties arise).

Lab Report REP (20%) - 1,000 words:
Submit or resubmit the same lab report assessment, using the same data and all the same requirements and instructions as the original lab report. If you previously submitted the report, you must not submit an identical report; instead, you must implement the feedback provided on that report to improve your submission.

All of the information about this report, including how to obtain the data, what to include, tutorials/guides for each section, and recommended reading, can be found on the Analysing Data Canvas site. You are recommended to begin by carefully reading the Lab Report Information page.